Modelling of Integrated Parts of Slicing Machine for Lemon Pickles
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Abstract: Cutting of lemon is manually done by sharp knife which is un-hygienic. It is observed that plenty of lemon crops are occurred in India. Many times farmers used to throw plenty of lemons on roadside as they don’t get enough prices which are equivalent to return transportation cost from market to their place. Machine has a unique knife designed blades that the lemon can be cut into number of slices. There are two gear trains used for the cutting of lemon so that the productivity for producing slices of lemon increases hygienically without human contact.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cutting of lemon pickles are performed by using sharp knife blade. This operation is done by using mechanism of gearbox. The Spur gear is used in gear mechanism. Shaft was provided for transmitting the power to gear. Crushing rollers are attached to the spur gear shaft. The motor is used to drive the gear system. The motor power is provided to the machine via motor shaft which has internal groove teeth mesh with spur gear teeth. Slices of lemon are done by using sharp knife blade which is carried out from feed chute which is attached to the bucket net top of the machine. These slices are collected by using collecting platform. Because of using this blade (cutter) Slices are made hygienic. It can be operated by one person. This machine is Design to optimize safety.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Gunjal A.V et.al explained existing slicing machine of lemon having following limitation such as high man power, contamination, high investment and time consumption process. This system uses compressor as well as solenoid. Solenoid plays vital role in machine as solenoid consumes electricity for working. The main advantage of the system is to increase productivity and eliminate accidents [1]. Zhouying et al explained about Dc motor as Dc motor convert electrical energy into mechanical energy as compared to Ac motor. Main advantage of Dc motor having less maintenance, simple construction. The setup is designed with Dc motor control system based on microcontroller. They used STC89C52 microcontroller as kernel controller as well as they used TA7267BP as driver chip. They analyse microcontroller is brushless and it has good market value [2].

Tahir M. Lazimov et.al studied about circuit breaker which is depending on chopping current and dielectric strength. Circuit breakers have recommendation which is based on level of voltages and induced e.m.f in secondary circuit. Choosing of circuit breakers they find out two condition is to be proposed first of all co-ordination of level of switching over voltages and second is co-ordination of level of induce voltages in secondary circuits [3].

A.Hrishikesh Tavanandi et.al they designed lemon cutting machine using stationary cutters. Lemon is cut into four pieces of similar shapes. They use six numbers of rotating centralizing slit plates. The machine has capacity of over five thousand lemon per hours with a power consumption of 0.11 KW. Centralized disc is centrally located the lemons having cone angle of 90 degree [4].

A. Gopichand et.al studied about spur gear they found some error about point of contact, interference, break contacts, friction, noise so, they decided to use MATLAB software because of it has following advantages like accurate and also has a number of built in functions which makes it versatile. It also gives accurate safe dimension and design of gear becomes simple and errors free [5].

3. INTEGRATED PARTS

3.1 Carrier roller
The function of the carrier roller is to carry the lemon fruit to cutting blade. Carrier roller is attached to the spur gear shaft. Spur gear shaft is designed in square shape. Carrier roller design is based on equivalent diameter of lemon. There are four internally circular grooves made on the peripheral surface of the carrier roller which are 90 degree respectively. These grooves are made with VMC machine which carries the single lemon in single groove. These grooves are mesh with circular ball of crushing roller. There are two identical carrier rollers which is used in this machine. Carrier roller carries the lemons from feed chute.
3.2 Crusher roller
Crusher rollers are made of Teflon plane (Poly tetra Fluoroethylene). There are two identical crusher rollers which are used in this machine. Three solid circular balls are continuously meshed in the grooves of carrier roller while it is rotating. This circular ball is 120 degree respectively. Crusher roller is attached to the driven spur gear shaft which is designed in triangular shape. Triangular shaft is design by 20×20×20 mm. The diameter of these circular balls is 52 mm respectively.

3.3 Sharp Knife blade (cutter)
This cutter is made of stainless steel. It is used for slicing of lemon. The thickness and length of blade is 0.4 cm and 17.5 cm. The dimension of cutting blade is calculated on the basis of diameter of lemon and space available between two carrier rollers.

3.4 Spur Gear
Spur gear is made of EN36A. Spur gear have straight teeth and parallel to the axis of the shaft. Four Spur gears are used in gear mechanism. Which of this two gear are driver and two gears are driven. Driver spur gears are attached to the Carrier roller and driven gears are attached to the crushing roller. Driver spur gears have 47 teeth as well as driven gears have 36 teeth. Driver spur gears are mounted on square shaft and driven spur gear are mounted on triangular shaft. This assembly is done by using bearings and bearing housing. Bearings are also mounted on this shaft. Bearing is used to enable rotational movement, while reducing frictional and handling stresses. Bearing no.6205 and 6206 are used. These bearings are attached to the front and back side of the spur gears.
3.5 Bevel gear
Bevel gears are gears where the axes of the two shafts intersect and the tooth-bearing faces of the gears themselves are conically shaped. Bevel gears are most often mounted on shafts that are 90 degrees apart, but can be designed to work at other angles as well. The pitch surface of bevel gears is a cone. Two bevel gears are used which give rotary motion to the net bucket. Bevel gears have 15 and 10 teeth respectively. Diameters of bevel gears are 29.5 mm and 26.5 mm.

4. SUMMARY
Only one person can operate this machine hence human effort can be reduced. It is possible by using gear mechanism and sharp knife blade (cutter). Wastage of lemons can be utilized in pickles. This machine is operated using electricity. This machine is design to optimize safety. Another feature of this machine is easy in operation and maintenance. Various type of pickle is produced by using this machine like slices. Hence it is made in hygienic environment.
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